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1      THE COURT:  Pursuant to the direction of the

2 Illinois Commerce Commission, I call Docket 13-0448.

3           This is an application by Tempo Telecom, LLC,

4 for designation as an eligible telecommunications

5 carrier in the state of Illinois for the limited purpose

6 of offering lifeline service to qualified households.

7           Ms. Collins, would you enter an appearance for

8 the record stating your name and office address?

9      MS. COLLINS:  Yes.  Angela Collins on behalf of

10 Tempo Telecom, LLC.  My office address is the Law Office

11 of Cahill, Gordon & Reindel, 1990 K Street, Suite 950,

12 Washington D.C., 20006.

13      THE COURT:  Thank you.

14           For Commission Staff.

15      MR. HARVEY:  Appearing for the Staff of the

16 Illinois Commerce Commission, Matthew L. Harvey,

17 160 North LaSalle Street, Suite C-800, Chicago,

18 Illinois 60601.  Also present in open court is

19 Dr. Qin Liu of the Commissions rate staff.  That is

20 spelled Q I N, L I U.

21      THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you.

22           The status was set -- Staff was stating it

23 would have its direct testimony filed by December 23rd,

24 2013 and that testimony was filed.  The applicant was to
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1 file a response.  We were going to see what the Staff

2 testimony said first and that we would discuss it when

3 we reconvene today.

4           Ms. Collins, have you had a chance to review

5 that testimony in any detail?

6      MS. COLLINS:  Yes.  Tempo has, your Honor.

7      THE COURT:  And is Tempo considering filing

8 rebuttal testimony or what other response -- or have

9 some other response?

10      MS. COLLINS:  Yes.  At this time, based on Staff's

11 recommendations, some of the recommendations by Staff

12 are Tempo believes are curable, but there are some that

13 are not curable at this time, such as the requirement

14 that a carrier have a proven track record.  In light of

15 that, Tempo proposes two things, either to hold this

16 proceeding in advance until Tempo can demonstrate its

17 prove its track record or Tempo to withdraw its

18 application and refile once that track record has been

19 established.

20      THE COURT:  And if Tempo -- if we do hold this

21 matter in advance, how long would that be?  Do you have

22 any idea?

23      MS. COLLINS:  According to Staff's recommendation,

24 a carrier needs to show a six-month track record and at
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1 this point, Tempo only has probably two months.

2      THE COURT:  Mr. Harvey, what's Staff's response?

3      MR. HARVEY:  Well, I mean, without, I guess,

4 vacillating, your Honor, I guess it's up to the Court

5 whether you want to have a docket open for four months

6 without any appreciable progress made in it.  I mean, my

7 personal view is the cleaner approach would probably be

8 to refile the application.

9      MS. COLLINS:  And Tempo has no issue with that

10 approach, your Honor.  I was just offering to whatever

11 was more convenient for the Commission.

12      THE COURT:  Would Tempo then withdraw and refile

13 with a view toward establishing a track record?

14      MS. COLLINS:  Yes.  I guess based upon my

15 understanding of Staff's view, we would not be able to

16 file for another four months or so at least.

17      THE COURT:  In other words, you have to get the

18 entire six months in before -- to satisfy that one

19 criteria.

20      MS. COLLINS:  That's my understanding of Staff's

21 recommendations.

22      THE COURT:  Well, what I will do under any

23 circumstances is I'll just continue this for a month and

24 that will give you an opportunity if you do -- if the
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1 company does want to withdraw its application, that will

2 give you plenty of time to do that.  And then as soon as

3 that is filed, I can close the record in this matter.

4 And I would imagine you would be wanting to withdraw

5 that obviously without prejudice.

6      MS. COLLINS:  Yes.  Yes, your Honor.

7      THE COURT:  Do we anticipate an objection from

8 Staff on that?

9      MR. HARVEY:  We don't object to withdrawing without

10 prejudice.  I'm not sure that we could successfully

11 assert that the matter could be dismissed with prejudice

12 in any case.

13      THE COURT:  Right.  Okay.  Then what I'll do then

14 is I'll put an artificial continuance on this and

15 continue it to February 7th.  That will give you roughly

16 30 days to file a withdrawal.

17      MS. COLLINS:  And if we do file the withdrawal,

18 would you see the February 7th date still being needed?

19      THE COURT:  Oh, no, not at all.  That would be

20 cancelled immediately, and I would send notice of that

21 and send notice to the parties that the matter -- that

22 the docket has been closed.  And after that, once the

23 withdrawal is filed, I just have to send a memo to the

24 Commission to dismiss it without prejudice and then when
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1 Tempo believes it has the necessary track record to cure

2 the issue raised by Staff, then they can just refile.

3      MS. COLLINS:  And I understand you may not be able

4 to answer that, but assuming that new docket, would it

5 take into consideration anything occurring in this

6 docket, or would we basically be starting from scratch?

7      THE COURT:  I'm not 100 percent sure how to answer

8 your question.

9      MS. COLLINS:  Okay.  That's fine, your Honor.

10      THE COURT:  You can include anything in the

11 application that you think would help obtain this -- the

12 desired certificate and if that means, for lack of a

13 better term, borrowing from the application that has

14 already been filed, you're perfectly free to do so.

15      MS. COLLINS:  That's fine, your Honor.  The reason

16 I suggested holding it in advance was just so that Staff

17 wouldn't have to re-create the wheel six months from

18 now, but maybe it's best to do it that way.

19      MR. HARVEY:  I think that Staff's preference would

20 be the new application be filed demonstrating the

21 compliance with FCC directives.

22      THE COURT:  Okay.

23      MS. COLLINS:  From Tempo's perspective, I guess

24 look for withdrawal within the next few days, and we can
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1 take it from there.

2      THE COURT:  Okay.  Like I said, I won't even send

3 notice of the February 7th date.  The parties are

4 advised that the matter will be open until February 7th.

5 When I do see the withdrawal, I'll cancel the

6 February 7th date, mark the docket closed and I'll get a

7 memo to the Commission just as soon as I can.  And that

8 will close the proceeding without prejudice.  And like I

9 said, Tempo can refile whenever they think they have the

10 proven track record.

11      MS. COLLINS:  Thank you, your Honor.

12      THE COURT:  Thank you very much.  Take care.

13                      (Which were all the proceedings had

14                       at this time in the above-entitled

15                       cause.)
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1  STATE OF ILLINOIS    )
                      )  SS.

2  COUNTY OF COOK       )

3

4           Alexandra Szajna, being first duly sworn, on

5 oath says that she is a Certified Shorthand Reporter and

6 Registered Professional Reporter doing business in the

7 City of Chicago, County of Cook and the State of

8 Illinois;

9           That she reported in shorthand the proceedings

10 had at the foregoing hearing;

11           And that the foregoing is a true and correct

12 transcript of her shorthand notes so taken as aforesaid

13 and contains all the proceedings had at the said

14 hearing.

15

16

17                      ________________________________
                     ALEXANDRA SZAJNA, CSR, RPR

18
CSR No. 084-004778

19

20 SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO
before me this 13th day of

21 January, A.D., 2014.

22

23
_______________________________

24         NOTARY PUBLIC


